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Perth-Based Tech Company Renowned for High Service Delivery Standard 

Receives Cisco® GOLD Partner Accreditation 

 

Perth, WA – October 12th, 2022 – R1i Technology, one of Australia’s fastest growing and 

highly skilled technology services providers, announced today that they are officially 

accredited as a Cisco® GOLD Certified Partner, a distinction indicating that the company 

has satisfied the rigorous personnel, support, and technical specialisation requirements to 

achieve Cisco’s highest partner level.  

R1i Technology has been a Cisco Certified Partner since 2012. Cisco Gold Certification 

places R1i Technology in the top echelon of technology integrators and advisers. Combining 

Cisco’s expertise with their value-added services portfolio uniquely positions R1i 

Technology to serve as the trusted technology partner.  

Customers want confidence when engaging with a technology partner. Relying on 

manufacturers, like Cisco, to certify and rank the technical sophistication and delivery 

capabilities means R1i Technology possess the deepest level of Cisco Lifecycle Services 

expertise and demonstrate a measurably high level of customer satisfaction. 

“We are proud to display our Cisco Gold Certified badge at every opportunity,” said Matt 

Palm, R1i Technology Chief Technology Officer. “It sets an immediate standard with 
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customers and recognises the expertise of our engineering team. We consistently utilise their 

experience and expertise to exceed customer expectations for consulting, design, 

implementation and support, every day.” 

Cisco requires that GOLD Certified Partners demonstrate the broadest range of expertise 

across all enterprise architectures, including Networking, Wireless, Security, Collaboration, 

Data Centre Virtualisation and Customer Success. 

Maintaining the multiple technology specialisations required for Gold Certification means 

R1i Technology can integrate technologies to deliver more sophisticated solutions across 

Cisco’s full suite of networking, cloud and systems management, data centre, security, voice, 

and wireless solutions that meet various business’ requirements.  

 

About R1i Technology 

R1i Technology is a West Australian success story. Launched in 2012 and still managed by 

the same executive team, R1i Technology has grown to become Cisco's largest Western 

Australian partner.  

R1i Technology is an award-winning, leading Australian technology consulting and solutions 

company delivering a genuine mix of innovation, service, outcome-based solutions and 

thought leadership. Being the technical advisory for many of WA’s largest and most complex 

organisations, R1i Technology is renowned for their deep technical expertise.  

They have recently expanded organically into the South Australian market, having an 

immediate impact, winning a number of significant local customers. 

 

 


